“Sure I do, but I can’t think about it too much or it will drive me nuts.”

But Shotzberger’s oldest son, 17-year-old Aaron, has helped his dad stay in the game, so to speak. When Shotzberger says he’s living vicariously through his son’s golf game, he means it. Aaron is one of the best players on his high school team, and his dad is his biggest fan. Aaron credits his dad “for teaching me everything I know.”

Those may be difficult words for Shotzberger to hear because he wants so badly to putt on the same green as his son. But Aaron’s words make him smile, nonetheless. Shotzberger’s boys are his pride and joy. He shares joint custody of Aaron and 12-year-old Noah with his ex-wife. The boys are the reason Shotzberger never went on disability.

“My sons need to see their dad get up and go to work,” Shotzberger says. “Maybe when they get older, they’ll look back and say, ‘The old man didn’t take the easy way out.’ ”

THE GOLF ECONOMY has impacted Philmont like it has many private clubs. But while rounds are down, Philmont still operates in the black.

Still, the club has had to make cutbacks. Shotzberger was laid off last winter and will be laid off again this winter. He’ll draw unemployment until returning to full-time work in March. Shotzberger will work one day a week in the winter to keep his benefits. With a free place to live, he gets by.

While Shotzberger isn’t happy about being laid off, he understands the situation. He realizes Owsik would keep him full-time in the winter if he could.

Shotzberger can’t say enough good things about Owsik, not just for hiring him but for being his boss and friend. He says Owsik, who’s known for his altruism, has the best disposition of anyone for whom he has ever worked. “You need someone to drive the bus, and Joe drives it well,” he says.

Shotzberger realizes Philmont will likely be his last stop in a career that began when he enrolled at Penn State University to study turfgrass maintenance in 1988. He would like to work five more years if he can.

“But it’s inevitable I’ll end up in a wheelchair,” he says.

While not afraid to face reality, Shotzberger doesn’t dwell on when that day will come. Instead, Shotzberger, who has experienced his share of hardships, counts his blessings in life.

“I have a good job, I have a home, and I have two sons whom I’m close with,” he says. “I also happen to have MS, but I’m not going to feel sorry for myself.”

Shotzberger says he’ll “forever be in his debt” to Owsik for giving him the chance to be a superintendent again.

“I’ve been lucky,” he says. “I’ve been blessed.”

Owsik will tell you he made the right decision four years ago when he asked himself, “Why not Marc Shotzberger?”
Over the last 14 years, over 300 courses have had their greens converted to CHAMPION by Champion Turf Farms

**AFFORDABLE**
Savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars compared to conventional reconstruction

**MINIMAL DOWNTIME**
We routinely get courses back in play in less than 2 months – minimizing the greatest cost of performing a renovation – loss of play

**INCREASED ROUNDS**
Most of our clients report significantly increased numbers of rounds/increased revenues after converting their greens to Champion

**AGRONOMICALLY SOUND**
We have identified the rootzone properties that work best with the growth habit of Champion and we test your existing greens to compare against these parameters

**GUARANTEED RESULTS**
We conduct the necessary evaluations and testing as well as performing every installation ourselves to ensure your successful outcome

**LONG TERM SUCCESS**
Greens we installed over 14 years ago have retained their purity and still perform well today

**THE BEST PUTTING SURFACE**
No other bermudagrass can create the same ball roll as Champion. The growth habit of Champion combined with the correct system of agronomic management allows you to have putting surfaces that are second to none.
ABOUT THIS SERIES
Welcome to the third year of “Water Wise,” our special series sponsored by Rain Bird and Aquatrols. As it was in the past two years, our goal in this three-part series, which runs through December, is to examine the fresh-water crisis while educating golf course superintendents and other industry personnel on several fronts of irrigation.

Part two of the series, which you’re reading here, analyzes how superintendents can be “green,” as in environmentally, and still provide golfers with green and healthy golf courses. Veteran superintendent Christopher S. Gray Sr. offers superintendents tips on how to sustain healthy turfgrass without using too much water. In a companion story, Anthony Pioppi reports on professional golf organizations such as the USGA and their aim to educate through a firm and fast approach.

Part three, which runs in December, looks at future government regulation of water use. What can superintendents expect in the next 10 years from lawmakers and regulators in regard to their use?

Part one, titled “Supers Under Scrutiny,” ran in October and examined what’s behind the increased scrutiny of water use on golf courses and what golf course superintendents can do to quell the emotions of the scrutinizers.
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YOU CAN BE GREEN, AS IN ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE, AND STILL HAVE A STATELY LOOKING GOLF COURSE

SPONSORED BY:
Moving Toward a Greener Future

BY MICHAEL ROBERTS

Individuals, organizations and businesses around the world are placing a tremendous emphasis on "going green." On a personal level, that might mean installing a low-flow toilet or cutting your daily shower down from 10 minutes to five. For organizations, going green may translate to sponsoring an electronics recycling drive or switching from a printed newsletter to an electronic version. Meanwhile, a business could be more environmentally conscious by recycling office paper or installing a more efficient heating and cooling system. However, for those who work in the golf course industry, going green can be a very complex process — one that involves a significant change in every aspect of their jobs, from purchasing decisions and course maintenance to marketing and sales.

Golf courses have always had the reputation for being beautiful, impeccably manicured escapes from our everyday lives. Now, as golf courses feel the pressure to use less water and become more environmentally sustainable, superintendents may feel as if they’re being pulled in two different directions. Do they try to keep their courses in their expected states of emerald green to continue to offer the experience that golfers have come to expect? Or do they risk losing their courses’ aesthetic edge by cutting back on water and fertilizer use?

The fact is, that with today’s advances, superintendents can combine those two objectives. They don’t have to sacrifice beauty for sustainability. With the latest developments in golf course irrigation technology, changing agronomic cultural practices and savvy water harvesting techniques, it’s more possible than ever to maintain a course that not only looks good, but also embodies the spirit of environmental stewardship.

So, how can golf courses move toward a greener future? For some superintendents, it means completely rethinking the way they manage and maintain their courses. For others, it simply means adding to the number of sustainable activities they’ve already embraced, perhaps without even realizing it. There’s no one single path that every superintendent should follow to achieve greater sustainability. Some might decide to switch out some turfgrass areas for native plants. Others may decide that now’s the time to replace outdated irrigation system components with today’s more efficient rotors and sophisticated control systems.

Regardless of how a course becomes “green,” the fact is that the time to move toward sustainability is now. It’s not just about using water wisely on the course. It’s just the right thing to do — for our future and the future of our industry. Through hard work and dedication, everyone in the golf industry — from manufacturer to distributor to superintendent to patron — can make a huge difference. And that’s what The Intelligent Use of Water is all about — each of us making choices at home, at school or at work that can have a cumulative, positive impact on our environment.

Roberts is director of Rain Bird’s Golf Division.
The Bad News That’s Really Good News — There’s No Silver Bullet

BY DEMIE MOORE

We know that usually there’s no one simple answer to a problem. However, that doesn’t stop us from often wishing there was just one answer. This is true in many different areas of life — so it’s no surprise that it applies to water use in golf course maintenance as well.

A single, simple answer seems like a nice idea. However, after giving it more thought, I have to conclude that a single, simple answer — or wanting one or choosing what we might think is one — really has a high risk associated with it as well. The results, and therefore the success or failure of the solution, depends so much on the “one” solution chosen. By contrast, if the solution is a “recipe” of things that’s consciously selected, there’s a greater chance of a good result. So while it seems like bad news, I’ll suggest that “no silver bullet” is really good news — because you have many and therefore more options for making a difference and being successful.

Applied to water use in golf course maintenance, this means there are multiple factors that can be managed to deliver a green golf course in a “green” and water-efficient way. We don’t believe the new green is brown — although we do think that golf as a whole needs to, and can be, even more water wise than it is at present. It’s not just about how much water you apply, or what kind of turf you have, or the irrigation program you have or how many acres of turf you have, or the kind of water you use, or, or, or . . . Rather, it’s about managing all of these and more together to be able to produce excellent playing conditions using as little water as possible and as efficiently as possible — making every drop count.

The October issue of Golfdom addressed the perspectives of some who have negative views about the golf industry’s use of water. There were also some great examples of what certain superintendents and superintendent associations have and are doing to proactively show their commitment to good water stewardship — not just on their golf courses but in their communities as well. Hopefully, that information provided further insight into some issues to address and ideas for some ways to take action. In this month’s edition, superintendent Christopher S. Gray Sr. discusses even more ideas to take action. He offers tips on how you can keep the golf course green and still be “green” and water efficient.

I have to add that, while there’s no one answer, one thing that’s always important is the soil — including how it receives, retains and releases water. No matter what else you do, if your soil is not functioning as intended, you will not get the results expected — and the chance of wasting water as well as other inputs is increased. While this may seem like a no-brainer, the fact is that the soil is often taken for granted or considered in a theoretical way rather than monitored and managed for water efficiency on an ongoing basis. Aquatrols is pleased to have a role in managing this important part of the water-management equation by giving you tools for more control over the water in your soil.

As we all know, golf courses are a great environmental asset when managed well. Good management always involves multiple activities. Good management of water on the golf course is no different. We hope you enjoy this issue and are inspired to find more ways than ever to use water more efficiently and produce a great playing green golf course in a water-wise way.

Moore is an Aquatrols director, involved with corporate relations, education and training.
BROWN IS THE NEW GREEN — at least according to the United States Golf Association and its president, Jim Hyler. By now, I’m sure you’ve heard this catchy little motto being spread throughout the golf course maintenance industry. Since becoming the USGA’s president earlier this year, Hyler has been on a gallant quest of widespread acceptance with his firm-and-fast conditioning concept through reduced water usage.

Now if your members and golfers are anything like mine, this off-color message is being met with a less-than-enthusiastic embrace. One of my most favorite members summed up his stance on the issue rather simply with this remark: “Brown is the new green? Son, that dog just don’t hunt!”

This interesting reaction shouldn’t come as a big surprise considering the unfortunate timing of events at this year’s U.S. Open at Pebble Beach Golf Links.
During a USGA press conference before play began, Hyler openly promoted his mission of brown being the new green and praised Pebble Beach for its environmental sustainability programs. Then Mother Nature took control and dried out Pebble’s greens to the point that they resembled a third grader’s mosaic art project.

Then to add insult to injury, the world’s No. 1 player, Tiger Woods, openly criticized the playability of the greens by calling them “awful.” Justified or not — when Tiger talks, people listen.

This disastrous chain of events has unfortunately created an overly negative perception of virtually everything the USGA and Hyler were pushing to create. It’s as simple as guilt by association. This perception now harms the positive, underlying environmental message trying to be relayed to the general public, which is truly regrettable.

But there’s a larger issue here that really needs to be addressed and clarified.

While I wholeheartedly applaud this noble and critical endeavor by the USGA on reducing the amount of water we use in our industry, I have to question the need for bringing “brown” into the equation at all. Specifically, I strongly disagree with the implication that you can’t be environmentally responsible and retain your green color at the same time.

So it’s our professional pursuit, as superintendents, to be both environmentally responsible and maintain the green color of our golf courses, something we certainly can accomplish. It’s simply a matter of maintaining a healthy turfgrass plant through common-sense practices, which many of us have pushed the envelope on over the years.

A return to common sense
I advocate the widespread application of common sense as the most useful tool to realize both environmental eco-consciousness and provide a beautiful, healthy green playing surface for our golfers.

Almost without exception, most issues hindering our ability to achieve both “green” goals have been self-induced by people within the golf industry, not the actual golfers. As superintendents, some of these problems we produced ourselves, while others have been passed down to us. Either way, a simple trip back to Agronomy 101 and Practical Golf Course Management 102 classes will help guide us back to where we need to be.

Here’s a look at some of the problems and possible solutions that will allow us to maintain our environmental stewardship efforts while maintaining our green color — and use less water in the process.

Appropriate turf varieties
Can someone tell me when we became smarter than Mother Nature? I only ask because I distinctly remember learning the difference between cool-season grasses and warm-season grasses, and in what geographic climates they perform best. Apparently, some “decision makers” came to the brilliant conclusion over the years that cool-season grasses can be properly maintained in warm-season climates and vice-versa.

Continued on page 28
For years, creeping bentgrass has crept farther and farther south into hot and humid climates clearly not suitable for its intrinsic nature. However, in an effort to capitalize on the smooth putting surface that creeping bentgrass provides, course after course south of the Mason-Dixon line has installed creeping bentgrass greens, convinced they can maintain the cool-season grass in a sizzling climate.

Yes, creeping bentgrass can survive in Southern climates, but the amount of nurturing required to keep it healthy is unbelievably enormous. In terms of chemical applications alone, creeping bentgrass requires copious amounts of fungicide protection — not to mention the frequent irrigation necessary to fight back the fierce Southern heat. Even with the proper resources to manage creeping bentgrass in a warm-season climate, staying on top of the greens is a daunting task.

After a blistering, hot summer like we just experienced, go ahead and ask any superintendent managing creeping bentgrass in the Southern half of the country how his or her greens held up. Then ask those superintendents how much sleep they lost.

In the end, this solution of this basic problem is to utilize the proper species of turf in the appropriate climate. In the case of creeping bentgrass in the South, replacing it with one of the new ultra-dwarf bermudagrass varieties makes a lot of sense. Obviously, that’s much easier to say than to actually implement. But the economic liabilities that creeping bentgrass pose to the maintenance budget ultimately makes it a losing proposition for environmental responsibility while providing healthy, playable turf.

Choosing the appropriate species of turf, along with the right variety, is a fundamental solution for proper course management. Trying to challenge this fundamentally correct philosophy makes absolutely no sense. In retrospect, I think it was day three of Agronomy 101 that covered this basic concept.

Irrigation efficiency
The lifeblood of any golf course is its irrigation system. The methods we employ to irrigate have an enormous impact on our ability to provide a green golf course. These same irrigation practices also play a colossal part of being environmentally responsible. In short, our ability to irrigate efficiently is critical in pursuing our environ-

Cultural practices, such as aerification, are vital to keeping turfgrass healthy and green.
practice to drop the height of cut in order to speed up the greens at the onslaught of golfer demands. The real problem involved the timing of it all. Golfers started ramping up their speed demands at pretty much the same time the climatic conditions told you not to start taking off leaf tissue. This all-too-familiar scenario set up the woefully uncomfortable balancing act between overstressing greens and keeping the golfers somewhat happy.

Luckily, we have some common-sense salvation to cling to with employing an alternate-day rotation schedule between mowing and rolling. Because you’re not mowing your greens so frequently and allowing the turf plants to retain their much-needed leaf tissue, the greens are easier to keep healthier and greener. Frequently rolling greens achieves both the increased green speed and smoothness the golfers demand, but with much less stress than mowing. In the end, it’s a win-win situation.

Spray-on green
Depending on the fertilizer type that tops your favorite list, knowing just how much nitrogen to apply to generate that ideal green color within the plant can be a very fine line. So much, in fact, that often times we over-apply the amount of actual nitrogen just to ensure we hit our goal. Unfortunately, this practice, while certainly making the turf green, also adds a surplus of nutrients to the soil that will ultimately end up being flushed through the profile without any benefit to the turf.

Common sense dictates cutting back on these fertilizer applications that are more about color and less about actual turf nutrition. With timely soil analysis reports, we can feed the soil the accurate amounts of nutrients to achieve proper plant nourishment levels, even at the expense of a little nitrogen.

To counteract this loss of nitrogen for color, applications of chelated iron will provide you with the color that golfers anticipate. Because chelated iron provides iron in a form immediately available to the plant, it quickly provides a dark, green color to the turf. Depending on the foliar rate applied, this color lasts about two to three weeks.

I love chelated iron because it’s economical and environmentally safe, with an application remaining in the soil for extended feeding for the turf. While mainly used on putting greens, chelated iron should also be considered for application to both fairways and tees.

The value of cultural practices
Without question, the importance of cultural practices can’t be overemphasized when it comes to plant health and staying green. It doesn’t matter whether you’re aerifying, verticutting, slicing, spiking or topdressing — all of these practices are vital to maintaining a healthy, green playing surface under normal circumstances. These same procedures become even more imperative when you’re implementing environmental stewardship programs that directly affect the amount of water, nutrition and protective chemical applications.

I’ve visited several golf facilities that have significantly reduced the amount of cultural practices because of their labor budget being reduced, leaving them with less manpower than in previous years. This is unfortunate. Common sense suggests the financial savings that can be realized from well-thought-out environmental programs will easily cover the costs of performing these basic agronomic practices.

There’s a symbiotic relationship between cultural and environmental programs. The cultural practices provide increased oxygen and water infiltration to the root zone of the turf, making it easier for the plant to maintain its green color.

Meanwhile, properly developed and executed environmental programs provide ample financial savings through reduced inputs necessary to manage the turf appropriately. That’s what I call common sense.

The iconic leader of the Muppets, Kermit the Frog, sings, “It ain’t easy being green.” No, it’s not. That’s why we need to use common-sense to ensure we, as superintendents, meet all of the demands of our position: playable, visual and environmental.

You definitely can be environmentally “green” and provide a green color for your course. So, for me, brown is not the new green. It can’t be. It’s like saying Fozzie Bear is the new Kermit the Frog. And that’s something people simply aren’t ready to accept, nor should they have to.

Gray is superintendent and general manager of the Marvel Golf Club in Benton, Ky. Gray has won several awards for his environmental prowess on the golf course. He’s also an award-winning contributing editor and columnist for Golfdom.
When the first images of the Pebble Beach Golf Links putting greens came across television sets during the U.S. Open last June, the collective golf world was caught off guard.

Used to seeing lush golf courses as the color of green felt on a poker game table, the majority of commentators and viewers alike were faced with greens that, at best, were a mishmash of colors and, at worst, looked blotchy and uneven. To many people, there appeared to be something wrong — something very, very wrong — with Pebble Beach’s greens.

But the fact was the putting greens were all right — very all right. Under the guidance of the United States Golf Association, water usage on the venerable layout had been reduced. To the untrained eye, the turfgrass may have appeared sick or dying, but it wasn’t. Rather, it was healthy and played wonderfully. What appeared to be bumpy or uneven putting surfaces was merely a trick of the camera lens. The greens rolled great.

The setup wasn’t an aberration. “We wanted to present Pebble Beach as a firm, fast golf course,” says USGA President Jim Hyler. “It’s a better test of golf. It’s not just a point-to-point game. The greens did look a little funny (on television). But that didn’t bother us.”

Pebble Beach was a clarion call by the USGA to the golf world that the norm is no longer acceptable and that how golf courses are maintained must change. It was the first time one of golf’s most powerful bodies made such a public statement in the United States.